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Objectives/Goals
Find the most efficient maze-solving algorithm among three different algorithms: the #right-hand rule#,
#dead reckoning#, and #dead end remembering#.

Methods/Materials
The programming language I used is called Java. I developed all the algorithms in an Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) called Processing. I downloaded open-source code from GitHub for
random maze generation. I programmed different maze-solving algorithms. Then I ran 8 tests, each
measuring how many moves taken by each algorithm on the same maze. The maximum number of moves,
minimum number of moves, and average number of moves by each algorithm among all 8 tests are
recorded. The code generates a random maze each test so that a variety of mazes with different
possibilities are covered.

Results
Right-hand rule kept a consistent range (178~397), as well as having the least average (293.87). Dead end
remembering was better than dead reckoning, with less major outliers.In test #2, the maze generated had
many forks, which resulted in the two random algorithms (#dead reckoning# and #dead end
remembering#) having many more moves. However, in test #8, dead end remembering takes only 43 steps
to reach the center comparing to more than 200 steps by the other algorithms.

Conclusions/Discussion
I believe dead end remembering was still the most efficient out of the three. While the maze generation
code was programmed not to generate loops, the right-hand rule would be stuck in an infinite loop, but
eventually the random algorithms would be able to solve the maze. While dead reckoning is too pointless,
getting stuck in long loops over and over, dead end remembering was made to improve on this. It will not
be stuck in a loop for too many times due to its mental wall creation technique, and will efficiently solve
any maze.

I programmed 3 different algorithms in Java and I tested them on 8 randomly generated mazes to
determine the most efficient algorithm.

I downloaded open-source code from GitHub for random maze generation.
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